The Spirit Miniyacht Specification:
1.

A fully assembled Spirit miniyacht must have all wheels fit inside a continuous loop of rope/
cable 5.60 meter long and of 4mm minimum diameter.*

2.

The Spirit Miniyacht must be measured on hard, level ground, with the measuring rope or
cable running around the outside of the point of contact between each wheel and the
ground.

3.

The wheels / wheel rims on the Spirit Miniyacht without exception must be what are known
as a “wheel barrow” style.

4.

The tyre size is maximum 4.80/400x8 and the wheel/wheel rim with a fitted inflated tyre is a
maximum of 400mm tall and 100mm wide when inflated firmly. Without a tyre the maximum permitted height of a wheel/wheel rim at its tallest point is 230mm and the minimum wheel/wheel rim width is 70mm.

5.

The mast must be of circular tube, any cross section of the mast must be circular and no
wing sections are allowed on or around the mast.

6.

The seat shape must be such that the pilot’s body is always fully exposed from the mast
foot rearwards when viewed directly from above.

7.

The sail must be free to rotate around the mast with a mast pocket that is constructed of
sail cloth, without any stiffener, shape former, camber inducer or other support or shape
inducer apart from sail battens.

8.

The boom must extend behind / past the pilot’s head. With the sail fully sheeted in and the
pilot facing forward, the boom must be able to pass freely over the pilot's head and
helmet

9.

Sail Control, a maximum of 4 pulley wheels are allowed on any sheet rope used for sail
control, one pulley and one end of this sheet rope must be behind the pilot.

10.

Forward visibility, for safety the pilot must have unobstructed forward vision at all times
and no part of the yacht or sail - apart from the mast or mast supports shall obstruct the
forward or side vision of the pilot.

11.

No aerodynamic fairing is permitted on any wheel, mast or axle. A simple splash or mud
guard is allowed on any front wheel and only on a front wheel.

12.

Front wheel : No part of the yacht or the pilot is allowed to go forward of the front wheel
centre point.

13.

Mast foot, 200mm is the minimum distance between the rear of a Spirit Miniyacht front
wheel and the front of a mast.

14.

Brake, a Spirit Miniyacht is recommended to have an effective brake.

15.
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Important Notes

*

The wheels must be similar to those used on FISLY Class Promo and the FISLY Class
Standard front wheels.
All wheels must fit into a 400mm internal measurement square box and be taller than the
sides of the box with 70mm sides.
(smaller standard size Blokart and Xsail front wheels when on Blokarts and Xsails only, are
exempt from the wheel rule )
*The FISLY “Swiss” Miniyacht measuring cable will be used as the official default loop /
rope measuring device.

